SOURCE OF FUNDING NUMBERS
The AHA! model is proposed as a demonstration of what connectionism might have to offer the study of problem solving• Bridging the Gestalt and Problem Space theories of problem solving, AHA! simulates serial search at a macro-level while incorporating (at a micro-level) the Gestaltist idea of a dynamic interaction between parts of the problem, and the goals and knowledge of the problem solver. AHA! exhibits a number of problem solving phenomena including insight, directed search, goal fixedness, einstellung, functional fixedness, and responsiveness to the salience of problem features. It provides not only qualitative fits to human data from functional fixedness experiments, but also a framework for exploring the potential outcomes of variations which could be carried out in future experiments. 
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Typically, the search perspective has been used to describe problem solving behavior occurring on a macro-level time scale of seconds as opposed to the more detailed micro-level of processing where states and operators are actually generated. It is here, at this micro-level of operator or idea generation, that Gestalt ideas might prove more fruitful if they could be formalized. Connectionism offers the possibility of rigorously modeling the dynamic interactions described by the Gestaltists at a micro-level, while retaining compatibility with the notion of serial search through a problem space at a macro-level. The most direct way to explore this possibility is via a connectionist network model incorporating an interactive activation mechanism.
Consider a problem solving model consisting of inter-connected units corresponding to the features of a problem and to the goals and knowledge of the problem solver. Through a process of interactive activation (and inhibition) these units "settle" into a stable state --a process that roughly corresponds to generating an operator, applying it, and arriving in a new state in Newell and Simon's problem space model. For the sake of interpretability, and as a convenient means of providing feedback, the network model could explicitly represent possible states in the problem space by a set of units. After a number of processing cycles, the most active "state" unit could receive positive or negative external input, corresponding to a favorable or unfavorable evaluation of the idea it represents. This input would spread KAPLAN through the unit's connections, either reinforcing the state or causing a new state to be generated. The model's macro-level behavior would appear as a sequential generation of states, or movement through a problem space. However the Gestaftist ideas of dynamic interaction and simultaneous influence would be at work at the micro-level, generating each successive state.
AHA! as a Problem Solver
The AHA! (Associative Hierarchical Activation) model is a concrete instantiation of the ideas just mentioned, in a connectionist network. AHA! was designed to simulate solving variations of Duncker's Box problem (Duncker 1945) . Briefly, the Box problem consists of trying to attach a candle to the wall (so that it can burn normally) using a candle, matches, a box of tacks. The insightful solution consists of tacking the box to the wall and placing the candle in it. Subjects find it easier to "see" this solution when the tacks have been first emptied from the box (the tacks-not-in -box condition) as compared to a condition where the box contains the tacks (the tacks-in-box condition). For the sake of simplicity, AHA! tries to achieve only a partial solution to the Box problem. AHAI's criteria for a successful solution is generating either the idea attach the box with tacks or the idea support the candle with box. Research with other insight problems (Kaplan 1986) indicates that a human subject capable of generating either of these partial solutions ought to find the remaining steps in the the total solution trivial. Figure 1 depicts the four layered organization of AHAI. Units in the PI (Perceived Item) layer correspond to actual items in the physical problem environment such as the candle and matches. The box of tacks has two complementary representations at this level: box-of-tacks, or box and tacks. The RA (Role Assignment) layer contains units representing the assignment of items to the roles of instrument and object (e.g. a candle-as-object unit, abbreviated c-obj). Units in the topmost F level correspond to functions that the items might possess, or equivalent^, actions that might be taken with them. (e.g. attach, or Ignite). Possible states in AHAI's problem space are represented by triples at the T level. Each triple consists of a function (action) relating an item in the role of object to an item in the role of instrument (e.g. ignite candle-as-object [with] matches-as-instrument abbreviated l-c-m). Connections between units in adjacent layers are excitatory, while the connections within a level are generally inhibitory. Activation spreads bi-directionally (i.e. interactively) between units as the network settles. The T unit with the highest activation after any given settling is considered to be the state generated by the model. I^IZIIZZZZIZZZZII 
Insight & Restructuring
AHA! has no special "insight mechanism." AHA! accounts for insight in the same way it accounts for the generation of any new problem solving idea. A conspiracy of problem (and problem solver) elements, whose own activations are inter-dependent and responsive to simple feedback from the environment, activates one T unit more than its peers. As discussed below, a sudden change of representation, or restructuring, often accompanies AHAI's insight -not through any special mechanism, but again as a consequence of the model's interactive processing characteristics.
Directed Search
Consider AHAI's generation of the idea/state m-c-m (melt candle with matches). Because this state is not a partial solution by the model's criteria, it would receive negative feedback. However, while it was active, it would have had a chance to activate related concepts (e.g. the objects candle and matches). Hence the next generated state, perhaps l-c-m (ignite candle with matches), is likely to contain elements in common with the previous state. Using what amounts to semantic priming, AHAI is able to exhibit the phenomena of directed search. Like a human problem solver, AHAI will tend to generate bursts of related ideas, exploring the problem space systematically rather than generating states haphazardly.
Goal Fixedness
Goals correspond to a pattern of activation over a number of units. For example, external input applied to the units attach and c-obj(candle as object) corresponds to the goal: attach the candle. In most AHAI simulations this initial input is allowed to decay. Without constant input from outside the network, the model's goals fluctuate with the activations of other related units in the network, thus allowing AHAI to change goals flexibly during the course of solving the problem -just as human subjects typically do. However, clamping these "goal inputs" causes AHA! to adhere more rigidly to the initial goal of the problem. Just as overly goal-directed human subjects often persist in using the same approach despite repeated failures, the Qoal Fixed AHAI model takes longer to generate a partial solution, needlessly revisiting a state that had been previously generated and rejected.
Elnstellung
Suppose that instead of clamping external input to units corresponding to a goal, we provide initial input to one of the partial solution states represented at the T layer. This primed solution state might correspond to the problem solving set, or Einstellung, evoked in human subjects who have repeatedly solved a number of problems in the same way. Like human subjects suffering from Einstellung, AHAI tends to choose the "primed" solution when solving a problem that has multiple solutions (see below).
Functional Fixedness & Salience Effects.
The PI level in AHAI includes alternative ways of representing the box and the tacks in the Box problem, corresponding to Duncker's belief that subjects perceive the (function of) the box differently in the two conditions of his experiment. Providing input to one of these perceptions and not the other corresponds to increasing the salience of the former. If the tacks-in-box perception (btacks) is favored over the box-separate-from-tacks perception, then AHA! exhibits the phenomenon of functional fixedness (i.e. it experiences difficulty in generating a partial solution). As will be seen, AHA! provides qualitative fits to the data from two separate experiments involving the Box problem, and is consistent with both Functional Fixedness (Duncker 1945) and salience (Glucksberg & Weisberg 1966) interpretations of the Box problem's difficulty.
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Detailed Specifications of AHA! Interactive Activation
AHA! uses the interactive activation and competition (IAC) architecture (McClelland 1981 , McClelland & Rumelhart 1988 . The network consists of processing units that are organized into layers and interconnected using bi-directional excitatory and inhibitory connections. The activation of a particular unit depends upon both its current activation and the net input to the unit from other units and from outside the network. The net input to a unit / is calculated by: input i = S(Ext t ) + E£ e tj -/£ (..
i j
Extj corresponds to any input to unit / from outside the network, e^ are the activations of units with excitatory connections to unit /, and i r are the activations of units with inhibitory connections to unit /. The constants S, E and / (all set to .05 for the simulations described below) scale the strength of the external input, the excitatory input from other units, and the inhibitory effect of other units respectively. The actual change in the activation of a unit / must take into account not only the net input, but also unit fs current activation, a r If the net input is excitatory (i.e. >= 0) then :
If the net input is inhibitory (i.e. < 0) then:
The parameters max and min correspond to the maximum (+1) and minimum (-.2) activations that a unit can assume, while decay (.05) specifies the rate at which a unit has the tendency to decay back to its resting value, rest (-.1).
Interconnectedness
Connections between layers of units are excitatory, with units being connected to conceptually related units in other layers. Some of these connections are illustrated in Figure 1 . All units within a layer have mutually inhibitory connections with two exceptions: 1) At the RA level, there are no inhibitory connections between items used as objects and different items used as instruments, since such connections would be nonsensical. 2) At the PI level, only the two representations that Duncker hypothesized as alternatives are put into competition (i.e. btacks inhibits the mutually excitatory pair of box and tacks).
The units themselves were derived from Duncker's description of the problem, pilot data from subjects asked to solve the problem, and (in the case of the T units) by constructing all triples that were physically possible given real world materials (e.g. real tacks, a real box, etc.)
Feedback
A single update of the activation values of all the units in the the network according to the rules described above constitutes one cycle. AHAI was allowed 100 cycles to settle each time a change was made to the external input. After settling, the author observed the activation values of the T units, and considered the most active unit to be the next generated state. In the event of a tie of activation values, one of the tied units was selected arbitrarily. 
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Box problem (i.e. was not a-b-t or s-c-b), then the T unit was clamped with a -.5 external input, and AHA! was allowed to settle for another 100 cycles.
Simulations
Five simulations are discussed in this paper. The first three correspond to conditions of Functional Fixedness experiments performed by Duncker and Glucksberg & Weisberg, while the remaining two illustrate the phenomena of Goal Fixedness and Einstellung. In each simulation, a high external input (.9) was applied to the units attach and c-obj for the first 100 cycles, corresponding to the initial problem solving goal of attach the candle. A constant input (.5) was also applied to the units matches and candle, corresponding to the idea that these items remained moderately salient in all of the variations of the problem. The differences between the simulations will be pointed out as we proceed.
Simulations of Functional Fixedness & Salience Effects
To make sense of the first three simulations, we need to understand their correspondence to experimental conditions involving human problem solvers. While Duncker had two conditions in his experiment, one in which the tacks were contained in a box, and one in which the tacks were separate from the box, Glucksberg & Weisberg presented subjects with three versions of the Box problem. In the All Label version, subjects saw a picture of a box containing tacks, a candle, and some matches. The words BOX, TACKS, CANDLE, and MATCHES were also present in the picture, with arrows pointing from labels to items. In the No Label version, the same picture was presented without the labels. In the Tacks Label condition, the same picture was again presented, but this time there was a single label TACKS with an arrow pointing to the box of tacks. The task, as in Duncker's experiment, was to find a way to attach the candle to the wall using the items shown in the picture.
Differences between the All Label, No Label, and Tacks Label conditions were simulated by providing different inputs to the units btacks, box, and tacks. In the All Label simulation, both box and tacks were clamped with moderate input (.5) corresponding to the fact that the labels made each of the items salient. B-tacks, the unit corresponding to a perception of the box of tacks as a single unit whose function was the same as that of tacks, received no input. In the No Label simulation, btacks was clamped with a moderate input (.5) while box and tacks received no input. Finally, in the Tacks Label simulation, btacks was clamped with a high (.9) input, corresponding to a particularly strong tendency to view the box of tacks as a single item possessing only the properties of tacks. Again, box and tacks received no input in the Tacks simulation.
Note that the All Label condition roughly corresponds to Duncker's tacks-separate-fronvbox condition, since the both the label BOX and physically separating the box from the tacks can be interpreted as making the box more salient. Similarly, the No Label condition corresponds to Duncker's tacks-in-box condition, since subjects tend not to consider the box in either of these conditions. Due to this rough equivalence between the two experiments, the same AHAI simulations have been used to model the first two condrtions in both experiments. Since Duncker has no condition corresponding to the Tacks Label condition of Qlucksberg & Weisberg, the Tacks Label simulation fits data from a single experiment only.
Fits to the Human Data. As is readily apparent from activations at the T layer have become negative). From these data, we would conclude that the conditions are progressively more difficult and we might expect progressively fewer subjects to solve the problem in the more difficult conditions. Furthermore we might expect those subjects who did solve the problem in the more difficult conditions to require more solution attempts, just as AHA! does.
Data from human subjects, presented in Table 2 , confirms our expectations based on the model's behavior. Both human subjects and AHAI find the same variations of the Box problem difficult, and make more solution attempts on the more difficult variations. The Glucksberg & Weisberg result that fewer subjects use the box in their first proposed solution as the problem conditions get more difficult, is also reflected in AHAI's behavior. The asterisks in Table 1 , marking AHAI's first proposal of using the box in a solution, occur progressively later in the simulation traces corresponding to the more difficult variations of the Box problem. 1
Simulations of Goal Fixedness, Einstellung, & Restructuring
Goal Fixedness. To simulate the lack of flexibility exhibited by overly goal-directed problem solvers, the All Labeled simulation was modified. Instead of removing the external inputs to attach and c-obj (corresponding to the goal of attach the candle) after 100 cycles as was done with all the other simulations, these inputs were left "clamped on." As Table 1 indicates, the result was a delay in generating the partial solution a-b-t (attach box with candle). A dose look at the sequence of states reveals that the delay is caused by a re visitation of the state a-c-t (attach candle with tacks). Although this state was rejected earlier, it received such strong support from the clamped goal that it was regenerated.
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Einstellung. The All Labeled simulation was again modified to simulate Einstellung. This time the partial solution state s-c-b(support candle with box) was primed with a high external input for 100 cycles. Table 1 shows that whereas the All Labeled simulation ends up generating a-b-t(attach box with tacks), the Goal Fixed simulation generates s-c-b. Thus a complete change in the direction of problem solving resulted from priming one of the partial solution states.
Restructuring. Interestingly, in the Einstellung simulation, AHA! shifts goals from attach candle, to support candle concurrent with its generation of s-c-b. This interactive, simultaneous emergence of goal and new problem state is characteristic of AHAI's behavior at the micro-level. More generally, such a simultaneous switch of two or more elements can be interpreted as a change in representation or restructuring. Depending on the values of the inhibition parameters used, AHA! can be seen to switch its representation from box-of-tacks to tacks and box at the RA level, simultaneously with the generation of the partial solution, s-c-b (support candle with box).
Conclusion
The themes of interactive activation and the interconnectedness of units are of the essence of each of the problem solving phenomena discussed above. Stress one part of the model by making a goal or problem feature more salient and the model shifts its behavior dynamically and interactively. This dynamic adaptation, so characteristic of human problem solvers, is reflected both at the micro-level in the generation of a single state, and at the macro-level by the variety of interesting solution paths AHAI produces.
